
Minutes from Burst Group Meeting (2002/08/06)

Attendance

Ballmer, Cadonati, Colacino, Drever, Finn, Ganezer, Katsavounidis, Lazzarini, Marka, Saul-
son, Schofield, Shawhan, Shoemaker, Sutton, Weinstein, Yakushin, Zweizig

Progress on E7 Vetoes

Ballmer, Katsavounidis: Generated triggers for all E7 and placed in (freshly purged)
mit E7 database. Will write document explaining parameters and thresholds used to gener-
ate triggers and send to DCC.

Progress on E7 DSOs

Weinstein: Ran SLOPE and TFCLUSTERS on H2-L1 coincident data: 3200 jobs on 360
seconds of data each, producing 3.2M triggers to mit E7 database. Some failures due to
missing frames from Y2002 bug, and reproducible failures from TFCLUSTERS for some L1
data.

Using database still cumbersome: some programs (eg TFCLUSTERS) don’t insert com-
plete records of when they run, so don’t always know if interval with no triggers was quiet
or if no DSOs/monitors running. Database is also slow and tends to hang when under sig-
nificant load. Suggests only using database at the end of an analysis to archive results (MIT
group and EventTool work from xml files).

Will forward results to MIT group for further analysis over next few days.

Progress on E7 Event Analysis

Cadonati: Can run analysis on full coincident data in few days.

Finn: Suggested doing separate analysis on longest few locks to get an idea of the non-
stationarity of the data.

Cadonati: Did some band-limited analysis of TFCLUSTERS events on three sub-bands to
get separate UL to compare with result from full-band analysis.

Finn: Hesitant to draw astrophysical conclusions from UL analysis outside of most sensitive
band. More numerous events in less-sensitive bands should be attributable to instrumental
noise and therefore require further study of instrument before using it for astrophysical
analysis. This info may be useful for commissioners, however.

Katsavounidis, Shoemaker, Finn, Shawhan: Should be permissible to look at other
environmental channels around times of coincident events and veto candidate events if find
good evidence of previously unconsidered environmental events. Saulson was a little un-
comfortable. All: There are numerous subtleties involved.
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Other

Marka: Triggered analysis not yet completed.

Finn: Proposed meeting again Thursday afternoon after UL day at LSC meeting. All except
Zweizig will be available.

Katsavounidis: Experimenting with POWER DSO and ZM waveforms injected into LHO
data. Getting sensible results and efficiencies comparable to TFCLUSTERS. Expects to be
able to do coincident analysis in near future.

Finn: Database fields like SNR often do not correspond precisely to what is naturally
reported by DSOs. Request DSO authors and users to send comments on what information
would ideally be recorded for each DSO.

Various: Discussion of value in reproducing DSOs in DMT or vica-versa. Eg: DMT gives
real-time feedback. Some tools already exist in both spheres (SLOPE). Agreement that this
is an interesting subject for offline analysis.

Meeting Adjourned
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